Unit 3: Review 2

1. You didn’t contact us, so this is a ...of the TO’s code of conduct.
   a) breach
   b) break
   c) leach
   d) reach

2. This bathroom is dirty and ...
   a) smelt
   b) stunks
   c) stanks
   d) stinks

3. The tourist instructed his bank ... the cheque
   a) not to send
   b) don’t honour
   c) not to honour
   d) don’t send

4. They do not have ... to stand on.
   a) roomleg
   b) a law
   c) room law
   d) a leg

5. The hotel is ... described in your brochures.
   a) misleading
   b) mislead
   c) misleadingly
   d) misleading

6. We tried to contact you but to ...
   a) no aveil
   b) no avail
   c) no evail
   d) no eveil

7. The ... was not working.
   a) air-conditioned
   b) conditioned air
   c) air-conditioning
   d) conditioning air
8. I want a ... room.
   a) single
   b) singel
   c) one way
   d) indidual

9. There is a ... tennis court.
   a) floodlight
   b) floodlit
   c) flodlit
   d) flodlight

10. There is a/an ... swimming-pool for the winter.
    a) indoor
    b) climate
    c) outdoor
    d) climatised

11. Your room is equipped with a ... telephone.
     a) DD
     b) BA
     c) CC
     d) IB

12. We hold conferences here, so we have a ... system.
     a) BA
     b) PA
     c) NY
     d) IB

13. English tourists want tea-and- ... facilities.
     a) coffee made
     b) coffee making
     c) cofee making
     d) cofe making

14. English hotels have a ... in the rooms.
     a) quettle
     b) ketel
     c) kettle
     d) kettle

15. There in no ... in this hotel.
     a) elevator
     b) clift
     c) lift
     d) a and c are correct
16. The ... is ... . Can you do something about it?
   a) tap ... leaking
   b) facet ... leaking
   c) tap ... leeking
   d) a and b are correct

17. The room is slightly more expensive in ..
   a) high season
   b) off season
   c) low season
   d) peak time

18. We are staying on a/an .... basis.
   a) HB
   b) TW
   c) FB
   d) a and c are correct

19. The room has ... facilities.
   a) en suited
   b) en suite
   c) en sweet
   d) en suit

20. We are preparing a conference for 200...
   a) delegats
   b) delegates
   c) delegeits
   d) delegeites

21. We offer free ... for honeymooners.
   a) upgreid
   b) downgreid
   c) upgrade
   d) downgrade

22. The hotel is ... reach of the beach.
   a) withing easy
   b) in easy going
   c) within easy
   d) within easy going

23. It’s £30 ... 
   a) p.p.p.p
   d) a.s.s.a.p.
24. There’s plenty of ... space.
   a) wradrobe
   b) whardrobe
   c) wardrobe
   d) cuboard

25. Our brochures should be placed on a ...
   a) eye-leveled rack
   b) eye-leveled
   c) eye-level rack
   d) eye-level shelf

26. Will passengers please....to gate no. 8.
   a) proceed
   b) go in
   c) head
   d) enter

27. There is a full ... mirror.
   a) legth
   b) length
   c) longth
   d) long

-------Clave-------

1. (a)  15. (a) (c) (d)
2. (d)  16. (a)
3. (c)  17. (a)
4. (d)  18. (a) (c) (d)
5. (c)  19. (b)
6. (b)  20. (b)
7. (c)  21. (c)
8. (a)  22. (c)
9. (b)  23. (b)
10. (a) 24. (c)
11. (a) 25. (c)
12. (b) 26. (a)
13. (b) 27. (b)
14. (d)